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Outline 

• What has Argo achieved relative to its initial objectives? 

• What are the remaining challenges? 

• How will Argo expand for new objectives? 



Argo 

All years, Non-Argo T,S 

Argo’s 1,000,000th 
profile will be collected during the 

week of GOVST-IV  !! 

Argo has transformed 

global observations of the 

subsurface oceans – 

greatly expanding 

coverage and removing 

seasonal and northern 

hemisphere biases. 



Argo as envisioned in the 

1998 Argo Design (based on 

altimetry eddy/largescale 

statistics) 

 

3300 randomly distributed 

floats at 3o x 3o average 

spacing.   

In 1998 a bold idea was proposed – to build an array of  3000 

floats profiling globally to 2000m  

Argo: the real thing 
 

And it took only 10 years 

from concept to 3000 float 

implementation.  



Key to Success: making the technology work! 

Collaboration with manufacturers and investment in technical teams has 

resulted in a great improvement in float lifetimes, now exceeding the initial 

Argo goals of 3-4 year lifetimes profiling every 10 days (~100 profiles)  



Key to Success: strong international co-operation 

The Argo Steering Team and Argo Data Management Team coordinate 

the contributions of 28 national programs. 



Preserving the climate record: bias removal 

Instrument pressure biases in Argo have now been tracked and removed. 

This issue demonstrated of the value of and need to retain key meta-data and track data 

quality as the system is ‘live’. 

Users need to use calibrated Delayed Mode data and use the Argo Quality Flags 

Pressure drift in raw 

sensor output 

Barker et al, 2011 



Issues for sustaining Argo: 

• Argo data policy (immediate public release of all data) applied to multi-

sensor floats and Argo-equivalent floats is creating an unfunded burden in 

data management. 

• Argo’s open data policy may encourage hasty publication. The maturation 

time for best quality data is years. 

• A global Argo float deployment strategy is needed that includes resources 

for dedicated vessel time. 

• A strong continuing focus is needed on (i) technology improvement and (ii) 

data management, to reduce systematic errors in pressure and salinity (for 

global change studies) and to avoid or identify major technical failures.  

Location over 980 Argo floats 

deployed by New Zealand’s 

RV Kaharoa since 2004 for 

US,  Australian, and NZ  Argo 



How will Argo expand for new objectives? 

Complete the global climate mission: 

• High latitudes and marginal seas (Argo 4000). 

• Denser arrays in the boundary currents for improved signal to noise. 

(2 or 3 times standard Argo coverage) 

New missions- incremental: 

• Improved surface layer sampling. 

• Enhanced vertical resolution. 

New missions- major expansions : 

• Deep ocean (6000 m) profiling. 

• Multidisciplinary sensors. 

Via 2-way high bandwidth 

communications 

Around 17% of the array is now returning 

high resolution profiles using high-band-

width satellite communications 



Issues for expanding Argo: 
• Expansions should not go forward without proportional new resources (in 

manpower, including data management, and floats).   

• Argo’s evolution must maximize the value of the integrated ocean/climate 

observing system. How can this best proceed (e.g. for Argo and gliders, 

Deep Argo and repeat hydrography)? 

• Additional sensors beyond T,S increase Exclusive Economic Zone  

sensitivities and reduce chances for international consensus on global 

deployment. 

• Deep Argo and Multi-sensor Argo both present challenging technology 

development problems. 

 Deep Argo may be resource-limited (cost per profile? ). 

 Multi-sensor Argo may be manpower limited (complex data challenge). 

Argo floats with oxygen, bio-

optical, and nitrate sensors 

Argo floats with enhanced 

surface layer sampling 



In 1998, the Argo Steering Team described   

“The Principal Achievements of a Decade of Argo” 

1. Obtain an unprecedented dataset for model initialization and data assimilation … 

2. Enable operational real-time global ocean forecasting... 

3. Produce an accurate global climatology, with error bars and statistics of variability… 

4. Produce accurate time-series of heat and freshwater storage... 

5. Provide large-scale constraints for atmospheric model-derived surface heat and 

freshwater fluxes… 

6. Complete the global description of the mean and variability of large-scale ocean 

circulation… 

7. Determine the dominant patterns and evolution of interannual variability in 

temperature and salinity… 

8. Provide global maps of the absolute height of the sea surface… 

9. Enable the interpretation of (altimetric) sea surface height… 

10. Directly interpret sea surface height anomalies…. 

After the first 1,000,000 Argo profiles, 

all of these are well advanced! 

http://www.argo.ucsd.edu/Bibliography.html 

Research papers per year using Argo data 



Summary   

• Argo has achieved and exceeded many of its initial goals. Systematic 
observation of the global ocean is a reality. 

• Data from the Argo Program are finding many valuable applications: in 
basic research, operational oceanography, and education and outreach.  

• At present, Argo is successfully countering flat budgets with substantial 
increases in float lifetimes.  

• Incremental enhancements to Argo could include: improved coverage in 
marginal seas, high latitudes, and western boundary regions, better 
sampling of the surface layer, and higher vertical resolution. 

• Major enhancements to Argo could include: new biogeochemical sensors, 
Deep Argo (profiling to the sea bottom). 

In order to sustain and improve the global Argo array, compelling demonstrations 

and statements are needed from users of the value of Argo data for society. 





Improving the Global Climatology with Argo 
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Flow of the ACC closely 

related to underlying 

topography 

CARS – from Jeff Dunn and Ken Ridgway- http://www.marine.csiro.au/~dunn/cars2009/ 



Revealing the rich detail of 
Southern Ocean subduction 

Sallee et al, JPO, 2010 



Understanding the global sea level budget 

Church et al, GRL, 2011 



Slow down in ocean warming – implies a stronger tropospheric 

(plus weak volcanic) aerosol forcing from mid-1990’s to present? 

…and what 
does it mean 

for the 
global 
energy 

balance? 



The modern Argo baseline makes change 
detection much more robust 

Argo atlases differ consistently with pre-Argo climatologies e.g 
WOA01 

• Warmer [Gilson and Roemmich, 2010] 

• Distinct salinity changes 



50-Year Trends in Ocean Surface Salinity   

• Surface salinity trends show remarkable similarity to the mean spatial 
pattern 

• Inter-basin contrasts increase (saltier Atlantic, fresher Pacific) 

 

Durack and Wijffels, 2010 



Increase signal to noise? - SRES 

Stronger warming = stronger correlations and amplification: 8%/K 

Durack, Wijffels and Matear, 2010 


